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Abstract: Discretisation of linear parameter-varying (LPV) systems is a relevant, but insufﬁciently investigated
problem of both LPV control design and system identiﬁcation. In this contribution, existing results on the
discretisation of LPV state-space models with static dependence (without memory) on the scheduling
signal are surveyed and new methods are introduced. These approaches are analysed in terms of
approximation error, considering ideal zero-order hold actuation and sampling of the input– output signals
and scheduling variables of the system. Criteria to choose appropriate sampling periods with respect to
the investigated methods are also presented. The application of the considered approaches on state-space
representations with dynamic dependence (with memory) on the scheduling is investigated in a higherorder hold sense.

1

Introduction

In the last 15 years, the ﬁeld of linear parameter-varying (LPV)
systems has become a promising framework for modern
industrial control with a growing number of successful
applications (see [1] for a recent overview). Despite the
theoretical advances of the ﬁeld, implementation of LPV
control designs in physical hardware often meets signiﬁcant
difﬁculties, as continuous-time (CT) LPV controllers [2, 3]
are often preferred in practice over discrete-time (DT)
solutions [4, 5]. The main reason is that stability and
performance requirements can be more conveniently
expressed in CT, like in a mixed sensitivity setting [6].
Therefore the current design tools focus on CT LPV statespace (LPV-SS) controller synthesis, requiring efﬁcient
discretisation of such system representations for
implementation purposes. Besides this, LPV identiﬁcation
methods are exclusively developed for DT. For efﬁcient use of
these approaches, structural information about the plant is
required, which is often only provided by ﬁrst principle CT
models. These issues imply that discretisation of LPV
representations is a crucial issue for both identiﬁcation and
controller implementation.
In the early work of Apkarian [7] three different approaches
for the discretisation of LPV-SS representations, the
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complete, Euler and Tustin methods, were introduced (see
Section 3) in a zero-order hold (ZOH) setting by extending
the concepts of the linear time-invariant (LTI) framework.
However, the discussion on the discretisation error and
applicability of these methods for speciﬁc LPV systems was
very limited. Only in [8] an attempt was made to
characterise the discretisation error of the Euler method in a
matrix-approximation setting. Many applications of the
methods introduced in [7] have been investigated with
respect to linear fractional representation of LPV systems,
[9 – 12], even making preliminary steps towards a mixed
ﬁrst-order hold discretisation setting [13, 14]. However, the
validity of the used discretisation settings or the introduced
approximation error has not been analysed so far. As almost
all of these methods suffer from various disadvantages like
signiﬁcant approximation errors, loss of stability or high
complexity, it is necessary to investigate the underlying
approximation questions of the dynamics both in terms of
numerical analysis and system stability concepts.
Additionally, the complexity of the underlying problems
raises the need for a useful guide to support engineers in the
decision which method to use in speciﬁc situations.
In this paper, we aim to take up this challenge and
complete the extension of the discretisation approaches of
the LTI framework to LPV-SS representations. As a main
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contribution, we compare the properties of the available
methods with questions of sampling-period choice,
preservation of stability and discretisation errors. We
investigate the validity of the ZOH setting and consider
when the application of a higher-order hold setting is
unavoidable.
The current paper further extends the results reported in
[15] and is organised as follows: ﬁrst, in Section 2,
deﬁnitions of LPV-SS system representations are
introduced. In Section 3, the concept of the used ZOH
setting is discussed and the discretisation theory of LPVSS representations is reviewed, considering complete and
approximative methods. In Section 4, the introduced
methods are investigated in terms of discretisation error
and effects of sampling period choice and in Section 5
further properties of the approaches are presented. In
Section 6 it is investigated when the application of a
higher-order hold discretisation setting is necessary,
whereas in Section 7 a numerical example is given for the
comparison of the discretisation methods and the derived
criteria. Finally, in Section 8, the main conclusions of the
paper are drawn.

2

LPV-SS models in CT and DT

In this section LPV-SS system representations are deﬁned in
CT as models of an underlying physical system S. This
concept is extended to arrive at the deﬁnition of a DT
equivalent LPV-SS representation through the idea of
signal sampling. In the development of the upcoming
theory, we restrict the focus to LPV-SS representations
with static dependence (without memory) on the
scheduling signal, which is important since LPV-SS and
LPV input – output (LPV-IO) system representations are
not equivalent if static dependence on the scheduling vector
is assumed, like afﬁne dependence (see [1, 16]).
Transformation between these domains depends on
derivatives (CT) or time shifts (DT) of the scheduling
signal (dynamic dependence), therefore it deforms the static
dependence of the original model. Later in Section 6, the
case of LPV-SS representations with dynamic dependence
is revisited to investigate how the introduced theory can be
applied to them.

Deﬁnition 1 (CT-LPV-SS model): Let pc : R  P be
the scheduling signal of the CT-LPV system S with
P , RnP a compact set called the scheduling space. The
CT-SS model of S, denoted by <cSS (S), with static
scheduling dependence, is deﬁned as

respectively, and

are analytic matrix functions on P.
By deﬁning yd , ud , pd as the sampled signals of yc , uc , pc
with sampling period Td . 0, for example, ud (k) :=
uc (kTd ), the deﬁnition of a LPV-SS representation can be
established in DT as the representation of an underlying
sampled CT-LPV system S.

Deﬁnition 2 (DT-LPV-SS model): The pd -dependent
DT-SS model <dSS (S, Td ) of S with discretisation time
Td . 0 is deﬁned as
qxd = Ad ( pd )xd + Bd ( pd )ud

(2a)

yd = Cd ( pd )xd + Dd ( pd )ud

(2b)

where q is the forward time-shift operator qxd (k) = xd (k + 1),
xd is the state variable of <dSS (S, Td ) with dimension nX and
Ad , . . . , Dd are bounded matrix functions on P with
appropriate dimensions.
Note that it is not necessary that xd is also a sampled
version of xc . Now we can deﬁne the problem we intend to
focus on in the rest of the paper.

Problem 1 (Discretisation problem): For a given
<cSS (S) representation of a CT-LPV system S, investigate
the possible ways of approximating with a <dSS (S, Td ) the
sampled behaviour of the output signal yc of S for all
possible trajectories of the input uc and the scheduling
variable pc . Explore the conditions on the sampling period
Td . 0 with respect to approximation error and
preservation of stability characteristics of S.

3

Discretisation of LPV-SS models

In order to solve Problem 1, we ﬁrst discuss and analyse the
ZOH setting that is commonly used both in the LPV and
LTI literature. Then we give a brief overview of the
available extensions of LTI approaches in this setting with
respect to the LPV case, also introducing two additional
methods in terms of the polynomial and multi-step
approaches. This overview is essential to the understanding
of the upcoming numerical analysis of discretisation errors
and other properties in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1 Basic concepts of the discretisation
ẋc = Ac ( pc )xc + Bc ( pc )uc

(1a)

yc = Cc ( pc )xc + Dc ( pc )uc

(1b)

where xc : R  X = RnX , uc : R  U = RnU and yc: R 
Y = RnY are the state, input and output variables,
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In the LTI framework a great deal of research has been
dedicated to discretisation methods both in terms of
isolated (stand-alone) and closed-loop settings [17].
Unfortunately, these approaches are not directly applicable
for LPV systems because of the parameter-varying nature
of the plant ( p-dependence of the system matrices). As we
2083
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will see, by building on the basic concepts of LTI
discretisation methods, reliable LPV-SS discretisation
methods can still be developed.
In the available LPV discretisation literature, almost
exclusively an isolated approach in an ideal ZOH setting,
as presented in Fig. 1, is followed where the following
assumption holds:

Assumption 1 (ZOH setting): We are given a
CT-LPV system S, with CT input signal uc , scheduling
signal pc and output signal yc , where uc and pc are
generated by an ideal ZOH device and yc is sampled in a
perfectly synchronised manner with Td . 0 as the sampling
period or discretisation time-step. The ZOH and the
instrument providing the output sampling have inﬁnite
resolution (no quantisation error [18]) and their processing
time is zero.
In terms of Assumption 1, the following relations hold for
the signals of Fig. 1
uc (t) := ud (k),

∀t [ [kTd , (k + 1)Td )

(3a)

pc (t) := pd (k),

∀t [ [kTd , (k + 1)Td )

(3b)

yd (k) := yc (kTd )

(3c)

for each k [ Z, meaning that uc and pc can only change at the
end of each sampling interval.
However in the LPV framework the setting of
Assumption 1 is criticised as, in terms of the use of LPV
models, pc is often considered to be a measurable external/
environmental effect (general-LPV) or some function of
the states, inputs or outputs of the system S (quasi-LPV).
Therefore in reality it is possibly not fully inﬂuenced by the
digitally controlled actuators of the plant which contain the
ZOH. On the other hand, similar to the LTI case, a
meaningful problem setting of discretisation necessitates
the restriction of the free variables of the system, that is, uc

Figure 1 Ideal ZOH discretisation setting of general LPV
systems
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and pc , to vary in a predeﬁned manner during the sampling
period. This is required in order to describe the evolution
of all non-free variables inside the sampling interval, which
makes it possible to derive a DT description of the system
where signals are only observed at the sampling period.
The simplest case is when a ZOH is applied on uc and pc
(Assumption 1), restricting their variation to be piecewise
constant. However, this restriction can be relaxed to
include a larger set of possible signal trajectories like
piecewise linear (called ﬁrst-order-hold), or second-order
polynomial (called second-order-hold) etc. Using such a
setting in general can provide a more accurate DT
projection of the original behaviour as motivated in
[13, 14], however, the resulting highly complicated
discretisation rules are likely to end up with non-causal
scheduling dependence (see [19]).
By aiming at the investigation of discretisation error,
stability characteristics and other properties of the available
LPV approaches, we also adopt the use of the LPV-ZOH
setting as our basic discretisation setting. We will show
that this setting is only reasonable for the discretisation of
LPV-SS representation with static dependence as dynamic
dependence requires a higher-order hold approach. The
presented ZOH setting is also applicable for closed-loop
controllers in the structure given in Fig. 2, which has been
used in [7]. Note, the assumption that the scheduling
vector of the continuous LPV controller is affected by a
ZOH also holds in this case.
A basic property of the LPV-ZOH setting is that, because
of the assumed ideal hold devices, at the beginning of each
sample interval a switching effect occurs. For the signals uc ,

Figure 2 Ideal ZOH discretisation setting of closed-loop LPV
controllers
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which deﬁnes the solution of (6a) at t = (k + 1)Td as

pc deﬁned through (3a, b) it holds that
uc (t) =

1


1(t − kTd )(ud (k) − ud (k − 1))

(4a)

1(t − kTd )(pd (k) − pd (k − 1))

(4b)

xc ((k + 1)Td ) = xc (kTd ) +

(k+1)Td

pc (t) =

1

k=−1

where 1(t) is the unit-step function

1(t) =

0,
1,

if t , 0
if t ≥ 0

f (xc , uc , pc )(t) dt

(8)

kTd

k=−1

(5)

Assume that Ac (p) is invertible (to compute the resulting matrix
functions of this discretisation approach, Ac (p) is not required
to be invertible, but if it is, we can write the resulting DT
description of the sate-evolution conveniently as (9a)). By
substituting xd (k) = xc (kTd ) and ud (k) = xc (kTd ), (8) gives
qxd = eAc (pd )Td xd + Ac−1 (pd )(eAc (pd )Td − I )Bc (pd )ud
yd = Cc (pd )xd + Dc (pd )ud

(9a)
(9b)

The result of 1(t − kTd ) on <cSS (S) in every sampling period
is called the switching effect of the ZOH actuation. Contrary
to the LTI case, the switching effect on pc introduces
additional dynamics into the system which hardly occurs in
reality. Thus, to avoid the overcomplicated analysis of such
effects, the following assumption is made:

where yd (k) = yc (kTd ) because of the ZOH setting. We call
this discretisation method the ‘complete method’, giving the
following conversion rules:

Assumption 2 (Switching effects): The switching

Ad ( pd (k)) = eAc (pc (kTd ))Td

behaviour of the ZOH actuation has no effect on the CT
plant, that is, the switching of the signals is assumed to
take place smoothly.

Bd ( pd (k)) = Ac−1 ( pc (kTd ))(eAc ( pc (kTd ))Td − I )Bc ( pc (kTd ))

Note, this assumption is automatically satisﬁed in most
numerical simulations of LPV systems, like in the
implemented numerical approaches of Simulink in Matlab.
The analysis of the results of this assumption is postponed
till Section 4 to avoid confusion. Next we summarise the
approaches available in the literature and also introduce
additional methods.

3.2 Complete method
First the LPV extension of the complete signal evolution
approach [20] of the LTI framework is considered [7]. Let
a CT <cSS (S) be given in the ZOH setting. Based on
Assumption 1, that is, pc (t) and uc (t) are constant signals
inside each sampling interval, the state equations (1a, b) of
<cSS (S) can be written as
ẋc (t) = Ac ( pc (kTd ))xc (t) + Bc ( pc (kTd ))uc (kTd )

(6a)

yc (t) = Cc ( pc (kTd ))xc (t) + Dc ( pc (kTd ))uc (kTd )

(6b)

for t [ [kTd , (k + 1)Td ) with initial condition xc (kTd ). The
state equation (6a), associated with the kth sampling interval,
is an ordinary differential equation (ODE). To derive a
solution of this ODE, introduce f (xc , uc , pc ) as the righthand side of (1a). Under Assumptions 1 and 2 it holds that
(k+1)Td
kTd

f (xc , uc , pc ) (t) dt =

(k+1)Td
Ac ( pd (k))xc (t)
kTd

+ Bc ( pd (k))xc (kTd ) dt (7)
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Complete LPV-SS discretisation

Cd ( pd (k)) = Cc ( pc (kTd ))
Dd ( pd (k)) = Dc ( pc (kTd ))

3.3 Approximative approaches
The complete method is commonly not favoured in the LPV
literature as it introduces heavy non-linear dependence on pd .
Identiﬁcation and control-synthesis procedures are often
based on the assumption of linear, polynomial or rational
(static) dependence on pc , and hence it is required to
develop approximative discretisation methods that try to
achieve good representation of the original behaviour, but
with a low complexity of the coefﬁcient dependence. To do
so, the approximative discretisation methods of the LTI
case can be systematically extended by using different
approximations of the integral that describes the stateevolution inside the sample interval.

3.3.1 Rectangular (Euler’s forward) method: The
simplest way to avoid the appearance of eTd Ac is to apply a
ﬁrst-order approximation
eTd Ac (pc (kTd )) ≃ I + Td Ac (pc (kTd ))

(10)

Consider f (xc , uc , pc ) as deﬁned in the previous section.
Then an approximation of the solution (8) can be
considered by the left-hand rectangular evaluation of (7),
which gives
xc ((k + 1)Td ) ≃ xc (kTd ) + Td Ac ( pc (kTd ))xc (kTd )
+ Td Bc ( pc (kTd ))uc (kTd )

(11)
2085
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coinciding with the suggested matrix exponential
approximation of (10). Based on this rectangular approach,
the DT approximation of <cSS (S) is given by the following
conversion rules:
Rectangular LPV-SS discretisation
Ad ( pd (k)) = I + Td Ac ( pc (kTd ))



1
Td
x̆d (k) =  I − Ac ( pc (kTd )) xc (kTd )
2
Td

Td
B ( p (kT ))u (k)
−
2 c c d d

(14)

If [I − (Td /2)Ac (p)] is invertible for ∀p [ P, then
substitution of (14) into (13) gives a DT state equation
after some algebraic manipulations. Based on this state
equation, the resulting SS representation is given by the
following conversion rules:

Bd ( pd (k)) = Td Bc ( pc (kTd ))
Cd ( pd (k)) = Cc ( pc (kTd ))
Dd ( pd (k)) = Dc ( pc (kTd ))
Another interpretation of this method, used in [7], can be
derived from Euler’s forward discretisation [21].

3.3.2 Polynomial (Hanselmann) method: It is
possible to develop other methods that achieve better
approximation of the complete case but with increasing
complexity. As suggested in the LTI case by Hanselmann
[17], one way leads through the higher-order Taylor
expansion of the matrix exponential term
eAc (pc (kTd ))Td ≃ I +

to apply a change of variables

n

Tl

d

l=1

l!

Acl ( pc (kTd ))

(12)

This results in the extension of the so called polynomial
discretisation methods. Substituting (12) into (6a) gives
Polynomial LPV-SS discretisation
n

Tdl l
Ad ( pd (k)) = I +
l! Ac ( pc (kTd ))
l =1 n−1

 Tdl l
A
(
p
(kT
))
Bc ( pc (kTd ))
Bd ( pd (k)) = Td I +
d
l+1! c c

Trapezoidal LPV-SS discretisation


−1
Td
Td
Ad ( pd (k)) = I + Ac ( pc (kTd )) I − Ac ( pc (kTd ))
2
2

−1

Td
Bd ( pd (k)) = Td I − Ac ( pc (kTd ))
Bc ( pc (kTd ))
2

−1

Td
Cd ( pd (k)) = Td Cc ( pc (kTd )) I − Ac ( pc (kTd ))
2

−1
Td
Td
Cc ( pc (kTd )) I − Ac ( pc (kTd ))
Dd ( pd (k)) =
2
2
× Bc ( pc (kTd )) + Dc ( pc (kTd ))
It is important to note that, like in the LTI case, the trapezoidal
method approximates only the input–output behaviour
of <dSS (S, Td ), as it gives an approximative DT-SS
representation in terms of a new state variable x̆d . Moreover, it
is easy to show that the state transformation described by (14)
is a Lyapunov transformation if det (I − (Td /2)Ac ( p)) = 0
for any p [ P where P is compact. Hence it
guarantees preservation of stability of the approximated
system [23].

l=1

Cd ( pd (k)) = Cc ( pc (kTd ))
Dd ( pd (k)) = Dc ( pc (kTd ))

3.3.3 Trapezoidal (Tustin) method: An alternative
way of providing a better approximation than the
rectangular method is to use a different approximative
evaluation of integral (8). By using a trapezoidal evaluation,
we obtain
xc ((k + 1)Td ) ≃ xc (kTd ) +

Td
( f |kTd + f |(k+1)Td )
2

(13)

where f |t = f (xc , uc , pc )(t). The trapezoidal approach is a
commonly used technique in the LTI framework resulting
in the so-called Tustin type of discretisation [22].
Furthermore, it also coincides with the extended Euler
method and the one-step Adams – Moulton method of
numerical approximation of ODEs [21]. Using
approximation (13), the derivation of the LPV Tustin
method can be given similarly as in [7]. The key concept is
2086
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3.3.4 Multi-step methods: As an other alternative,
consider the state evolution as the solution of the differential
equation deﬁned by (1a). This solution can be numerically
approximated via multi-step formulas like the Runge –
Kutta, Adams – Moulton or the Adams – Bashforth type of
approaches [21]. In commercial engineering software
packages, like Matlab Simulink, commonly variable stepsize implementation of these algorithms assure accurate
simulation of CT systems. However in the considered ZOH
discretisation setting, the step size, that is, the sampling rate,
is ﬁxed and sampled data are only available at past and
present sampling instances. This immediately excludes
multi-step implicit methods like the Adams – Moulton
approaches. Moreover f (xc , uc , pc ) can only be evaluated for
integer multiples of the sampling period, as the input only
changes at these time instances and the resulting model
must be realised as a single rate (not multi-rate) system.
Therefore it is complicated to apply methods like the
Runge – Kutta approach. The family of Adams –Bashforth
methods does fulﬁl these requirements (see [21]). The
three-step version of this numerical approach uses the
IET Control Theory Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 10, pp. 2082 – 2096
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following approximation
xc ((k + 1)Td ) ≃ xd (k + 1) = xc (kTd ) +

Td
5f |(k−2)Td
12

− 16f |(k−1)Td + 23f |kTd



(15)
Formulating this state-space equation in an augmented SS
form with a new state-variable
x̆d = xTd

f |`
(k−1)Td

f |`
(k−2)Td

`

(16)


Bd ( pd (k)) =


23Td T
B ( p (kT ))
12 c c d

Cd ( pd (k)) = Cc ( pc (kTd ))

0

0

16Td
I
−
12
0
I

⎤
5Td
I
12 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎦
0
`

BcT ( pc (kTd ))

0



Dd ( pd (k)) = Dc ( pc (kTd ))

4


−1
Td
I − Ac ( pd (k + 1))
2


−1
Td
Td
I − Ac ( pd (k + 1))
Ru (q, pd )(k) =
2
2
× Bc ( pd (k)) + Bc ( pd (k + 1))q

Td 1k+n := (qn xd − Rx (q, pd )xd − Ru (q, pd )ud )(k)

Adams – Bashforth LPV-SS discretisation
23Td
⎢ I + 12 Ac ( pc (kTd ))
Ad ( pd (k)) = ⎢
⎣
Ac ( pc (kTd ))
0

T
Rx (q, pd )(k) = I + d Ac ( pd (k))
2

For each sampling interval, 1k is deﬁned by

leads to the following conversion rules:

⎡

we transformed (13) to correspond to an LPV-SS equation.
However in terms of analysis we need to use (13) to
characterise the LUT with respect to xd . From (13) it follows
that in the trapezoidal case

Criteria and errors

As the main contribution, the previously introduced methods
are investigated in terms of the generated discretisation error,
convergence and numerical stability, by using the tools of
numerical analysis. The results of this investigation will
give the basis to derive upperbounds on the sampling
period Td , that guarantee a user-deﬁned bounded
discretisation error and stability preservation with respect to
the original CT system. Moreover, the inﬂuence of the
assumption that no switching effects result from to the
ZOH actuation is investigated as well.

4.1 Local discretisation errors
The complete method theoretically provides errorless
discretisation in terms of the ZOH setting. For methods that
utilise an approximation, the concept of local unit truncation
(LUT) error, denoted by 1k [ R, is introduced. Let Rx (q, pd )
and Ru (q, pd ) be polynomials in q with pd -dependent
coefﬁcient matrices. Choose these polynomials such that they
formulate the state update of the DT approximations on the
same state basis as in <cSS (S). In the rectangular and the
polynomial case, Rx (q, pd ) = Ad (pd ) and Ru (q, pd ) = Bd (pd ),
but in the other cases, they also include the appropriate state
transformation. For example in the trapezoidal case, (13)
describes the DT state update with respect to the original
state basis of <cSS (S). By using the change of variables (14),
IET Control Theory Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 10, pp. 2082– 2096
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(17)

where n ¼ 1 for all single-step methods (all considered
approaches except the Adams–Bashforth case) whereas n
equals the number of steps in case of a multi-step methods
(like n ¼ 3 for the three-step Adams–Bashforth method).
Note that LUT represents the relative approximation error of
the system dynamics at each sampling period, when the
correct sampled continuous states xc and inputs uc are used
for the state update of the DT system. Hence the name
‘local’. In the theory of numerical approximation of
differential equations, 1k is considered as the measure of
accuracy [21]. The following deﬁnition is important:

Deﬁnition 3 (N-consistency, based on [21]): The
DT approximation of the state equation (1a) is called
numerically consistent if for any solution (xc , pc , uc ) of (1a)
it holds that
lim sup 1k  = 0

Td 0 k[Z

(18)

This means that – in case of N-consistency – the local
approximation error reduces with decreasing Td . However
this does not imply that the supremum of the global
approximation error,

hk+n := (qn xd − Rx (q, pd )x̂d − Ru (q, pd )ud )(k)

(19)

where n is the number of steps in the approximation method
and x̂d is the DT approximation of the state, decreases/
converges to zero too. As a next step, the LUT error of each
method is investigated together with the N-consistency.

4.1.1 Rectangular method: In this case, (17) gives
xc ((k + 1)Td ) = (I + Ac (pc (kTd ))Td )xc (kTd )
+ Td Bc (pc (kTd ))uc (kTd ) + Td 1k+1

(20)

Deﬁne the ﬁrst-order Taylor approximation of xc around the
2087
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time-instant kTd as
xc (t) = xc (kTd ) + (t − kTd )ẋc (kTd ) + 12 (t − kTd )2 ẍc (t)
(21)
for t . kTd and t [ (kTd , t). Substraction of (21) for
t = (k + 1)Td from (20) yields that Td 1k+1 is equal to the
residual term, giving
1k+1 =

Td
ẍ (t)
2 c

through gridding to derive an estimate. Using similar
arguments, the LUT error of other discretisation methods
can be formulated. The results are given in the ﬁrst row of
Table 1, showing that each method is consistent with
varying orders. Here x(n)
c denotes the nth-order derivative
of the continuous state signal. Moreover, using (23) and
the chain rule of differentiation, higher-order sensitivity
constants can be derived
M (n) =

(22)

max

p[P,x[X,u[U

Acn+1 (p)x + Acn (p)Bc (p)u

(23)

The derived results can also be compared with the existing
error characterisation of the rectangular method given in
[8]. In this work an upperbound on the matrix
approximation error of (10) has been introduced using basic
algebra. This bound describes the discretisation error also
in the local sense, however it cannot directly describe the
approximation error of the state evolution. The latter is
necessary to derive useful criteria for choosing adequate
sampling periods (see Section 4.3). Therefore the error
concept of [8] is not considered here.

Owing to Assumptions 1 and 2, u̇c (t) = ṗc (t) = 0 in each
sampling interval. Thus, (23) gives that

4.2 Global convergence and preservation
of stability

with t [ (kTd , (k + 1)Td ). This shows that in the ZOH
setting, the rectangular-method-based conversion is
consistent in ﬁrst-order (in Td ) if ẍc (t) , 1 for all t [ R.
If f is partially differentiable in each variable (in the general
LPV setting, the system matrices of (1a) are not necessary
partially differentiable in pc ), then
ẍc (t) =

∂f
∂f
∂f
ṗ (t)
ẋc (t) +
u̇c (t) +

∂xc
∂xc
∂pc c
f |t

ẍc (t) = Ac ( pd (k))f |t  ≤

max

p[P,x[X,u[U

Ac2 ( p)x

+ Ac ( p)Bc ( p)u

(24)

where † is an arbitrary norm. Note in (24), that X and U
must be bounded sets to be able to compute this
upperbound. If this is not the case, then commonly X and
U can be restricted to a bounded subset corresponding to
the image of the typical trajectories of the system variables.
Then the previous bound can be formulated for this region
of interest. In the sequel, we denote this upperbound by
M (1) and call it the ﬁrst-order numerical sensitivity
(N-sensitivity) constant. Note that M (1) can be approximated

So far only the LUT error of the introduced methods has been
investigated, giving basic proofs of consistency. As a next step
we investigate global convergence of approximative methods
together with their numerical stability (N-stability). The
latter concept means that small errors in the initial condition
of the DT approximation do not cause the solution to
diverge. As an important result we show that for the singlestep approximative discretisation methods, N-stability is
identical with the preservation of the uniform frozen
stability of the original representation. In this context,
uniform frozen stability means the stability of the LPV
system (in terms of bounded solutions) for each constant
trajectory of p. The relation we show between the stability
concepts means that, in case of numerical stability, the

Table 1 Local truncation error 1k with t [ (kTd , (k + 1)Td) and with t [ ((k 2 2)Td , (k + 1)Td) in the Adams –
Bashforth case, sampling boundary of stability T̆ d, and sampling upperbound of performance T̂d of LPV-SS ZOH
discretisation methods

1k

T̆ d

min

Rectangular

nth-polynomial

Trapezoidal

Adams – Bashforth
(Third-step)

Td (2)
x ( t)
2 c

Tdn
x (n+1) (t)
(n + 1)! c

1 2 (3)
T x ( t)
12 d c

3 3 (4)
T x ( t)
8 d c

min

p[P l[s(Ac (p))

T̂ d

−

2Re(l)
|l|2


1 Mmax
2 max x(1)
100M





n



Tdl l


arg min+ max s

Ac (p) − 1

l!
Td [R0  p[P
l=0

n+1


1max Mmax
x (n + 1)!
100M(n)
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max max

2

p[P l[s(Ac (p)) Re(l)
Im(l)=0

3


121max Mmax
x
100M(2)

(Rp (z, Td )) − 1|
arg min+ | maxn l
[P
p

Td [R0

4


81max Mmax
x
300M(3)
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discretisation method does not change the frozen stability of
the discretised model, which is a prime requirement of a
successful DT approximation of a CT system. To derive
adequate criteria for the largest sampling period for which
this property holds (N-stability radius), each method is
analysed and computable formulas are derived.
+
Let Z+ = {x [ Z|x > 0} and Z−
0 = Z \ Z . According
to the previously explained line of discussion, we introduce
the following concepts:

Deﬁnition 4 (N-convergence, based on [21]): Let
<cSS (S) be the CT representation of the LPV system S with
state-signal xc and let x̂d denote the DT approximation of xc
with a discretisation method using Td . 0. Then a
discretisation method is called numerically convergent, if for
any state trajectory xc of <cSS (S), the approximation x̂d
satisﬁes that
lim sup x̂d (k) − xc (kTd ) = 0

Td 0 k[Z−

⇒

0

lim sup x̂d (k) − xc (kTd ) = 0

Td 0

(25)

k[Z+

Note that in the trapezoidal and multi-step cases, x̂d is the
appropriate transform of x̆d with respect to xc . In terms of
Deﬁnition 4, N-convergence means that the discretised
solution of the state equation can get arbitrary close to the
original CT behaviour by decreasing Td (see Fig. 3).

Deﬁnition 5 (N-stability, based on [21]): A
discretisation method is called numerically stable if, for
sufﬁciently small values of Td and e , any two state-trajectories
x̂d , x̂′d of the discretised representation associated with the
same input–output and scheduling trajectory on the half-line
Z+ , satisfy that x̂d (0) − x̂′d (0) , e implies the existence of
a g ≥ 0 such that x̂d (k) − x̂′d (k) , ge, ∀k [ Z+ .
The notion of N-stability means that small errors in the
initial condition will not cause divergence as the solution is
iterated (see Fig. 4). For the approximative methods, Nconvergence and N-stability are questions of main
importance. To be able to analyse these nummerical notions
for the introduced discretisation approaches, ﬁrst consider
the single-step methods. Introduce the characteristic
polynomial Rp (q, Td ) of the frozen aspects of the discretised

Figure 4 N-stability of the DT approximation
Let x̂ d and x̂ ′d be two state trajectories provided by the
approximation method for the same input and scheduling on
the half line Z+ . If the difference between the initial conditions
of x̂d and x̂ ′d is bounded, then the difference of the two
trajectories on Z+ is also bounded

SS representation as
Rp (q, Td ) = det (qI − Ad ( p))

(26)

where p [ P and q is the forward time-shift operator. Owing
to the multi-step nature of the Adams – Bashforth method –
to avoid conservatism of the upcoming analysis – Rp is
deﬁned to reﬂect the multi-step nature of the state
evolution. In the n-step Adams – Bashforth case, the state
evolution with respect to discretised original state xd is
characterised by
q n I − Td

n−1

l =0

gl ql Ac

(27)

n−1
with {gl }l=0
, R the Adams – Bashforth approximation
coefﬁcients (values of these coefﬁcients for n . 0 are given
in [21]). The form of (27) results because of the augmented
state vector x̆d [see (16)]. Note that multiplication of Ac by
the time operator q l is non-commutative, that is,
ql Ac ( pd (k)) = Ac ( pd (k + l ))q l = Ac ( pd (k))q l . Thus, even if
<cSS (S) has static dependence, the resulting polynomial in
(27) becomes dynamically dependent on pd . To express this,
the following local characteristic polynomial is introduced
in
 the ‘frozen’  sensen for a scheduling sequence p =
p0 . . . pn−1 [ P


Rp (q, Td ) = det q I − Td
n

n−1

l =0



gl Ac ( pl )q

l

(28)

Now it is possible to substitute q with the Z-transform z [ C
to formulate the characteristic polynomial in the frequency
domain. This provides the following theorem to characterise
N-stability of the introduced discretisation methods:

Theorem 1 (Strong root condition): Discretisation
methods are N-convergent and N-stable if, for all l [ C with
∃p0 , . . . pn−1 [ P such that Rp (l, 0) = 0

(29)

Figure 3 N-convergence of the DT approximation

it holds that |l| ≤ 1 and if |l| ¼ 1, then

DT state-signal x̂d converges to the CT state-signal xc of the
approximated representation, if the error on the initial
conditions (past) of the approximation converges to zero

The proof of this theorem follows similarly as in [21] and it
can be shown that all of the introduced LPV-SS
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discretisation methods satisfy it. Based on the strong-root
condition it is possible to compute an exact upperbound
T̆ d of the ‘sufﬁciently small’ Td that provides N-stability.

In case of the polynomial method, (30) translates to

max s
 I+
p[P

Deﬁnition 6 (N-stability-radius): The N-stability

radius T̆ d is deﬁned as the largest Td [ R+
0 such that for
any p0 , . . . , pn−1 [ P, all roots l [ C of Rp (l, Td ) satisfy
that |l| ≤ 1.
Deﬁnition 6 has an interesting consequence for the
discretisation of LPV-SS representations. Namely that,
through the characteristic polynomial Rp , it implies that, if
Td , T̆ d , then in the single-step cases the resulting DT
representation deﬁnes a uniformly frozen stable system, as
for this Td it is satisﬁed that
 (Ad ( p)) ≤ 1
max s

(30)

p[P

where s
 (†) = max |s(†)| is the spectral radius and s(†) is
the eigenvalue operator. If the original CT system S is
globally stable (quadratic, BIBO etc.), then it is commonly
desirable that its DT approximation is also globally stable.
For such a property it is needed that uniform frozen
stability of <cSS (S)
max

max

p[P l[s(Ac ( p))

Re{l} ≤ 0

(31)

is preserved, resulting in the uniform frozen stability of the
DT representation. It follows that for the introduced
single-step discretisation methods preservation of local
stability of the original system and N-stability of the
discretisation method both require local stability of the
resulting DT representation. For N-stability it is a
sufﬁcient, for preservation of global stability of S it is a
necessary condition.
In case of the rectangular method, (30) is equivalent with
 (I + Td Ac ( p)) ≤ 1
max s

(32)

p[P

n

Tl

d

l =1

l!


Acl ( p)

,1

(35)

From (35), the stability radius reads as




n



Tdl l


Ac ( p) − 1

T̆ d = arg min+ max s


l!
Td [R0 p[P
l=0

(36)

Again, an approximation of T̆ d can be given by applying
bisection-based search in Td on (36) over a grid of P. In
case of non-uniform frozen stability, T̆ d = 0 with this
method as well.
For the trapezoidal method, condition (30) becomes quite
complicated because of the inverse term [I − (Td /2)
Ac ( pd )]−1 in Ad ( pd ). First it must be guaranteed that this
inverse exists for all scheduling signals, meaning that


T
det I − d Ac (p) = 0,
2

∀p [ P

(37)

or equivalently


T
min s I − d Ac (p) . 0
p[P
2

(38)

where s( ) = min |s( )|. Again, the eigenvalue properties yield
that (38) is equivalent to
B

B




2

min min  − l . 0
p[P l[s(Ac (p)) Td
which is guaranteed, for every 0 ≤ Td , T̆ d , where
T̆ d = max max

2

p[P l[s(Ac (p)) Re(l)

(39)

Im(l)=0

Owing to the basic properties of eigenvalues, it can be shown
that (32) holds iff
max





max T1 + l ≤ T1
d
d

(33)

p[P l[s(Ac (p))

From (33), the stability radius is

T̆ d = max 0, min

2Re(l)
min −
p[P l[s(Ac (p))
|l|2


(34)

Note that T̆ d = 0 in case of non-uniformly frozen stable
<cSS (S), meaning that the rectangular DT approximation of
a non-uniformly frozen stable system is not N-stable.
Computation of bound (34) is a non-linear optimisation
problem for which an approximative solution may follow by
the gridding of P.
2090
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Instead of convergence, here T̆ d ensures the existence of the
DT projection (existence of Ad ). It is shown later that, if the
DT projection exists, then N-convergence holds. Note that,
in case Im(l) = 0 for all l [ s(Ac ( p)) and p [ P, meaning
that every frozen representation of the original CT system
has only complex poles, condition (38) is guaranteed for
arbitrary Td , resulting in T̆ d = 1. Similarly, uniform frozen
stability of <cSS (S), meaning that every frozen representation
has poles with only negative or zero real part, gives T̆ d = 1.
In [7], the condition
Td ≤ max
p[P

2
s
 (Ac (p))

(40)

was proposed to guarantee invertibility, which is a rather
conservative upperbound of (39). If 0 ≤ Td , T̆ d holds and
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<cSS (S) has uniform frozen stability, then (31) is satisﬁed, as


max s
p[P

T
I + d Ac (p)
2


−1 
Td
I − Ac (p)
≤1
2

(41)

Thus, for stable LPV-SS systems, the trapezoidal method
always guarantees N-stability and N-convergence if Td
satisﬁes condition (39).

percentage. Note that, to derive these criteria, (45) must be
bounded, that is, X must be conﬁned in a ball (bounded
region) of RnX , which is not a unrealistic assumption in case
of global asymptotic stability of S and bounded P and U.
Based on (22), it holds in the rectangular case that

xc

In case of the Adams –Bashforth method, the concept of
N-stability means that
(Rp (z, Td )) ≤ 1
max l

p[Pn

(42)

(R(z)) = maxl[C,R(l)=0 |l|. A necessary condition
where l
for (42) is that the resulting DT representation has uniform
frozen stability
 (Ad (p)) ≤ 1
maxn s

(43)

p[P

This means that in the multi-step case, preservation of frozen
stability is not sufﬁcient to imply N-stability. From (42) it
follows that the N-stability radius reads as



(Rp (z, Td )) − 1
T̆ d = arg max+  maxn l
Td [R0

p[P

(44)

which is a too complicated expression to be analysed further.
However, in practice it can be solved based on gridding and
bisection-based search.

4.3 Adequate discretisation step size
In the previous part we have investigated the numerical
properties of the introduced discretisation methods.
However, the appropriate choice of Td to arrive at a speciﬁc
performance in terms of discretisation error is also important
from a practical point of view. By using the LUT error
expressions developed in Section 4.1, upperbounds of Td are
derived that guarantee a certain bound on the approximation
error in terms of a chosen measure †. Deﬁne 1∗ as the
supremum of 1k  over all possible state trajectories of
<cSS (S) and k [ Z. Also introduce
Mxmax = sup max xc (t) = max x
xc

t[R

x[X

1max Mxmax
100Td

(47)

By using the sensitivity constant M (1) ≥ sup ẍc (t),
inequality (47) holds for any 0 ≤ Td ≤ T̂ d where
T̂ d =


1 M max
2 max x(1)
100M

(48)

Criterion (48) provides an upperbound estimate of the
required Td , that achieves 1max percentage local
discretisation error of the state variable in terms of a chosen
measure. Similar criteria can be developed for the other
methods by using the LUT error expressions of Table 1
and the higher-order sensitivity constants M (n) . These
upperbounds are presented in the third row of Table 1.
In practical situations one may be concerned about the
maximum of the global error hk [see (19)] as a
performance measure. Deﬁne h∗ as the supremum of hk 
over all possible state trajectories of <cSS (S) and k [ Z.
Also deﬁne hmax as the maximal acceptable relative global
error of the discretisation in terms of percentage. Then one
would like to choose Td such that

h∗ ≤

hmax Mxmax
100

(49)

Unfortunately, characterisation of h∗ for the introduced
discretisation methods requires serious restrictions on the
considered CT behaviours. However, in case of Td ≤ T̆ d ,
1max can be used as a good approximation of hmax , and
therefore the performance bound T̂ d can be used to bound
the global error as well (see Section 7).

(45)

4.4 Switching effects

as the maximum ‘amplitude’ of the state signal for any uc and
pc . Also deﬁne 1max as the required maximum relative local
error of the discretisation in terms of percentage. Then a
Td . 0 is searched for that satisﬁes
1∗ ≤

Td
ẍc (t)
t[R 2

1∗ = sup sup

(46)

Next we formulate an upperbound of Td with respect to each
method, such that (46) is satisﬁed for the desired 1max
IET Control Theory Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 10, pp. 2082– 2096
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In the previous part the effect of neglecting the switching
phenomena of the ZOH actuation has not been
considered. Here we investigate the case when the signals
uc and pc described by (3a, b) are applied to <cSS (S).
Consider the ODE corresponding to (1a) in the kth
sample interval. By using the bilateral Laplace transform of
(1a) with reference time t0 = kTd and assuming that the
dependence on pc is commutative under addition (without
this assumption the formulation of the Laplace transform
becomes complicated, but the core problem that results in
2091
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the general case is illustrated by (50)), it follows that

5



Ac (pc (kTd )) + (s − 1)Ac (pc ((k − 1)Td ))
sX (s) = xc (kTd ) +
s
B (p (kT ))
× X (s) + c c d uc (kTd )
s


(s − 1)Bc (pc ((k − 1)Td ))
uc ((k − 1)Td )
+
s



Properties of the approaches

Beside stability and discretisation-error characteristics there
are other properties of the derived discretisation methods
which could assist or hinder further use of the derived DT
model. With the previously derived results, these vital
properties are summarised in Table 2. From this table it is
apparent that the complete method provides errorless
conversion at the price of heavy non-linear dependence of
the DT model on pd . In LPV control synthesis mostly low
complexity dependence (like linear, polynomial or rational
functions) is assumed (see [3]), therefore both for
modelling and controller-discretisation purposes – beside
the preservation of stability – the preservation of linear
dependence over the scheduling is also highly preferred.
This favours approximative methods that give acceptable
performance, but with less complexity of the new
coefﬁcient dependence on the scheduling. Complicated
dependence on pd , like inversion or matrix exponential, also
results in a serious increase of the computation time, which
gives a preference towards the linear methods like the
rectangular or the Adams – Bashforth approach. In the
latter case, discretisation also results in the order increase of
the DT system which requires extra memory storage or
more complicated controller design depending on the
intended use. If the quality of the DT model has priority,
then the trapezoidal and the polynomial methods are
suggested because of their fast convergence and large
stability radius. In terms of identiﬁcation, linear
dependence of the suggested model structure is also
important as it simpliﬁes parametrisation.

(50)

for a ﬁxed k, where X(s) is the Laplace transform of the
solution of the ODE (the behaviour of the state in the kth
sample interval). On the contrary of the effect of the
switching phenomena in the LTI case, the underlying
system of (50) does not correspond to (2a) nor it is realisable
as a LPV-SS system with static dependence without the
introduction of virtual input and scheduling terms
corresponding to ud (k − 1) and pd (k − 1). This way it
becomes clear that neglecting the switching effects
introduces discretisation errors in the LPV case which can
be even more signiﬁcant if Td is decreased (more
discontinuous switches in the dynamics). On the other
hand, it is true that the discontinuous phenomena which are
described by (50) never happen in reality. One reason is that
usually pc is not actuated by ZOH and it changes smoothly
and relatively slowly with respect to the actual dynamics of
the plant. Additionally, the ZOH actuation has a transient
as the underlying physical device needs to build up the new
signal value, preventing sudden changes of the signals. In
conclusion, for LPV systems, the introduced discretisation
methods of this paper provide no step-invariant
discretisation in the ZOH setting (meaning equivalence even
in case of switching effects), however they provide wellapplicable methods for practical use. It is important to note
that derivation of LPV discretisation methods with stepinvariant property is also possible, however the resulting
discretisation approaches are complicated and their actual
performance gain compared to the previously developed
approaches is insigniﬁcant in practice.

6 Higher-order-holds and
discretisation with dynamic
dependence
In the previous sections, the discretisation problem of LPVSS representations with static dependence has been
investigated in a ZOH setting. We could see that this

Table 2 Properties of the derived discretisation methods
Property
consistency/convergence
preservation of stability/N-stab.
preservation of instability
existence
complexity
preservation of afﬁne dependence
computational load
system order

Complete

Rectangular

nth-polynomial

Trapezoidal

n-step
Adams – Bashforth

always

ﬁrst-order

nth-order

second-order

nth-order

frozen with T̆ d

always frozen

frozen with T̆ d

always global frozen with T̆ d
+

2

2

+

2

always

always

always

conditional

always

exponential

linear

polynomial

rational

linear

2

+

2

2

+

high

low

moderate

high

low

preserved

preserved

preserved

preserved

increased
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setting allows the use of simple discretisation rules and also to
design the introduced discretisation error. However, the
natural question that rises is how can we do better by
considering a higher-order-hold setting, what price we
must pay for the increased accuracy and when the use of
such a setting is unavoidable. This is what we intend to
investigate next.
In LPV system theory equivalence transformation between
representation domains results in dynamic dependence [1,
16, 24]. A CT-LPV representation with dynamic
dependence has coefﬁcients that are functions of pc and its
derivatives ṗc , p̈c , . . . , while in DT, dynamic dependence
means that the coefﬁcients are functions of . . . ,
pd (k − 1), pd (k), pd (k + 1), . . . . In [16, 24] it has been
shown that LPV-IO representations with static dependence
have LPV-SS realisations with dynamic dependence.
Additionally, often ﬁrst-principle non-linear models offer a
structure to rewrite them as an LPV system with
dependence on a signal and its derivatives [1]. Neglecting
this dynamic dependence by the introduction of virtual
scheduling signals for the derivative terms can introduce
serious conservatism into the model. Thus, dynamic
dependence is a real phenomenon and should be treated
accordingly in LPV discretisation as well.
Using the previously investigated discretisation approaches
on systems with dynamic dependence and assuming that the
scheduling varies in a piecewise-constant manner can
introduce serious conservatism. Consider the case where
Ac (pc , ṗc ) = apc ṗc with a [ R. Then in the ZOH setting
(Assumption 1), the following holds in each sample interval

Ac (pc (t), ṗc (t)) =

0
if t = kTd , k [ Z
+1 if t = kTd , k [ Z

(51)

If the switching effect is neglected (Assumption 2), then Ac is
approximated in DT as a identity matrix by all of the
introduced discretisation methods. However in practice,
one would try to use the approximation
p ((k + 1)Td ) − pc (kTd )
ṗc (t) ≃ c
Td

(52)

for each t [ [kTd , (k + 1)Td ). In fact, (52) means that pc is
assumed to be a linear function in the sample interval. By
using this assumption a better DT approximation of the
original CT representation can be achieved. This shows
that, in case of dynamic dependence, the ZOH assumption
on pc is not appropriate and, instead of that, a ﬁrst- or
higher-order-hold discretisation is necessary for the
scheduling variable.
Based on the previous example, consider the case when
(uc , yc ) are assumed to satisfy the ZOH setting, but pc varies
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linearly in each sampling interval t [ [kTd , (k + 1)Td ))
pc (t) =

pd (k + 1) − pd (k)
(t − kTd ) + pd (k)
Td


(53)

p1k

This assumption on the scheduling is called the ﬁrst-orderhold setting. Additionally, deﬁne p0k = (k + 1)pd (k) −
kpd (k + 1). Note that, pc (t) = p1k t + p0k for t [ [kTd ,
(k + 1)Td )). Let <cSS (S) be a CT SS representation and
consider it in the above deﬁned setting. In case the system
matrices of <cSS (S) are dependent on pc and ṗc (dynamic
dependence), then the state evolution in the kth sampling
interval satisﬁes
ẋc (t) = Ac (p1k t + p0k , p1k )xc (t) + Bc (p1k t + p0k , p1k )uk
where uk = u(kTd ). The solution of this ODE can be obtained
for a particular function of Ac and Bc . Similar to the complete
method of the ZOH setting in Section 3.2, this analytical
solution results in a complete type of discretisation of the
CT LPV-SS representation and can be also used for higheraccuracy discretisation of representations with static
dependence. However, the resulting DT counterpart via this
projection has dynamic dependence on pd (k) = pc (kTd ) and
its time-shifted versions disregarding that the original
description had static or dynamic dependence. On the
other hand, such a projection trivially yields a better
approximation of the CT representation than what would
result in a pure ZOH setting. This suggests the following
conclusions:
1. For the discretisation of LPV representations with
dynamic dependence, the order of the hold setting with
respect to pc should be greater or equal than the maximal
order of derivatives in the coefﬁcient dependencies.
2. Applying a higher-order setting results in dynamic
dependence of the resulting DT description which may
even be non-causal. This is in accordance with the
observations of [13].
With some trivial modiﬁcations, the approximative methods
treated in this paper, except the trapezoidal method, can be
extended to this hybrid higher-order hold case, but the exact
formulation of these extensions is not considered here.
Unfortunately, for the extended approaches, the deduced
formulas for the approximation error and the step-size
bounds do not apply. Solving discretisation of LPV
representations with dynamic dependence in a general sense
and giving compact formulas of discretisation for higherorder settings remains the objective of further research.

7

Numerical example

In this section, a simple example is presented to visualise/
compare the properties of the analysed discretisation
methods and the performance of the sample-bound criteria.
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Consider the following state-space representation of a CT
single input single output (SISO) LPV system S

where P = [−1, 1]. The above representation has static linear
dependence on pc . Furthermore, for a constant scheduling
pc (t) = p for all t [ R, <cSS (S) is equivalent with an LTI
representation that has poles

9.99p − 10 + i 104 − 17 990.2p + 8090.2p2
which implies that S is uniformly frozen stable on P.
Assume that S is in a ZOH setting with sampling rate
Td = 0.02. By applying the discretisation methods of
Section 3, approximative DT representations of S have
been calculated. To show the performance of the
investigated discretisation methods, the output of the
original and its DT approximations have been simulated on
the [0, 1] time interval for zero initial conditions and
for 100 different realisations of white ud and pd with
uniform distribution U( − 1, 1). For fair comparison,
the achieved average MSE (Mean squared error: expected
2

value of the 
squared estimation error: E{(y
c − ŷ d ) } =
N −1
2

limN 1 (1/N ) k=0 (yc (kTd ) − ŷd (k)) , where E is the
generalised expectation operator.) of the resulting output
signals ŷd has been calculated with respect to the output yc
of <cSS (S) and presented in Table 3 and on Fig. 5. The
response of <cSS (S) has been calculated via a ﬁfth-order

Runge – Kutta numerical approximation (see [21]) with step
size 10−8 . Thus, the switching effect of the ZOH actuation
does not show up in the calculated response. The relative
worst-case maximum global error ĥ max = 100h∗ /Mxmax of
the DT state-signals x̂d associated with the DT
representations has been also computed with respect to xc
of <cSS (S) and presented in Table 3. From these error
measures it is immediate that, except for the complete and
the trapezoidal method, all approximations diverge. As
expected, the error of the complete method is extremely
small and the trapezoidal method gives a moderate, but
acceptable performance.
As a second step, we calculate sampling bounds T̆ d and T̂ d
by choosing the Euclidian norm as an error measure and
1max = 1%, with the intention to achieve hmax = 1%. The
calculated sampling bounds are presented in Table 4.
During the calculation of T̂ d it has been assumed that
X = [−0.1, 0.1]2 , which has been veriﬁed by several
simulations of <cSS (S) based on ud , pd [ U(−1, 1). By
these results, the rectangular method needs a fast sampling
rate to achieve a stable projection and even a faster
sampling to obtain the required performance. The secondorder polynomial projection has signiﬁcantly better bounds
due to the second-order accuracy of this method. For the
trapezoidal case, the existence of the transformation is
always guaranteed because <cSS (S) is uniformly frozen
stable. For comparison, the bound of [7] given by (40),
gives T̆ d = 0.2.
Now the derived bounds are used to choose a Td for the
calculation of the discrete projections. As the T̆ d bounds of
Table 4 represent the boundary of stability, therefore

Figure 5 Output signal yc of <cSS(S) (grey) in a ZOH setting with Td ¼ 0.02 and its DT approximations with different sampling
periods
a
b
c
d
e

Td ¼ 0.02, complete (black), trapezoidal (ligh grey)
Td ¼ 0.005, complete (black), trapezoidal (light grey)
Td ¼ 0.005, Second-order polynomial (black), Adams –Bashforth (light grey)
Td ¼ 1024, complete (black), trapezoidal (light grey)
Td ¼ 1024, Second-order polynomial (black), Adams– Bashforth (light grey), rectangular (dashed grey)
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Table 3 Discretisation error of S, given in terms of the achieved average MSE and ĥ max for 100 simulations
Complete

Rectangular

Second-polynom.

Trapezoidal

Three-step Adams – Bash.

2 × 1022, 50 Hz

1.68 × 10210

(∗)

(∗)

1.97 × 1023

(∗)

5 × 10

1.69 × 10

Td
MSE of yd
23

, 0.2 kHz

210

(∗)

4.70 × 10

3.81 × 10

24

2.14 × 1021

25

1.68 × 10210

2.27 × 1026

1.05 × 10210

1.53 × 1028

1.6 × 1028

2 × 1022, 50 Hz

0.053%

(∗)

(∗)

106.12%

(∗)

5 × 10

0.060%

(∗)

40.31%

8.02%

665.94%

0.063%

2.62%

0.06%

0.19%

0.76%

1024, 10 kHz

ĥ max of x̂ d
23

10

, 0.2 kHz

24

, 10 kHz

(∗) indicates unstable projection to the discrete domain

Table 4 Stability T̆ d and performance (T̂ d ) bounds provided by the criterion functions of Table 1 using the Euclidian norm and
1max ¼ 1%
Rectangular

Second-polynomial

Trapezoidal

Third-step Adams – Bash.

T̆ d

2 × 1024, 5 kHz

5.60 × 1023, 0.2 kHz

1

1.77 × 1023, 0.6 kHz

T̂ d

6.87 × 1025, 15 kHz

1.73 × 1023, 0.6 kHz

1.28 × 1023, 0.8 kHz

1.21 × 1023, 0.8 kHz

Td , T̆ d is used as a new sampling period in each case.
Discretisation of <cSS (S) with Td = 0.005, almost the
stability bound of the polynomial method, provides the
simulation results given on Fig. 5 and in the second row of
Table 3. The rectangular method again results in an unstable
projection, whereas the Adams–Bashforth method is on the
brink of instability because of frozen instability of Ad for some
p [ P. The polynomial method gives a stable, convergent
approximation, in accordance with its T̆ d bound. The
trapezoidal method also improves signiﬁcantly in performance.
The achieved ĥ max of each approximative method is above the
aimed 1% which is in accordance with their T̂ d .
As a next step, discretisations of <cSS (S) with Td = 10−4 ,
the half of the T̆ d bound of the rectangular method, are
calculated. The results are given on Fig. 5 and in the third
row of Table 3. Finally, the rectangular method converges
and also the approximation capabilities of the other
methods improve. By looking at the achieved ĥ max , all the
methods, except the rectangular, obtain the aimed 1% error
performance which is in accordance with their T̂ d bound,
whereas in the rectangular case the achieved ĥ max is larger
than 1% as 10−4 is larger than its T̂ d bound. An
interesting phenomenon is that the approximation error of
the complete method is non-zero and it is slightly
increasing by lowering the sampling period. This increasing
approximation error is because of numerical errors of the
digital computation. However, the resulting approximation
error is signiﬁcantly less than the step size of the numerical
approximation used for the simulation of <cSS (S), thus it
can be considered zero.
IET Control Theory Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 10, pp. 2082– 2096
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Conclusion

In this paper, the properties of the extension of ZOH-based
isolated discretisation approaches to the LPV-SS case
have been investigated, under the assumption that the
state-space matrices have static dependence on the
scheduling signal. The concepts of LUT error, numerical
convergence and stability of the approximations of the
original CT behaviour have been analysed, together with
the preservation of uniform frozen stability. Using the
results of these investigations, practically applicable
conditions for the choice of the sampling period have been
derived and a comparison of the methods in terms of
various properties has been given. An illustrative example
has also been provided to give insight into the derived
methods and their conditions. It has been shown that for
the discretisation of LPV-SS systems with dynamic
dependence a higher-order hold setting is required for the
scheduling signal. Using such a setting for improving the
accuracy of the discretisation of models with static
dependence results in dynamic dependence of the DT
counterparts. Extending the derived approaches to such a
higher-order hold discretisation setting and understanding
the numerical properties of such methods will be the
objective of future research.
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